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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate evidence from published randomised controlled trials (RCTs) for the use of task-shifting strategies for cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk reduction in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs).

Design: Systematic review of RCTs that utilised a task-shifting strategy in the management of CVD in LMICs.

Data Sources: We searched the following databases for relevant RCTs: PubMed from the 1940s, EMBASE from 1974, Global Health from 1910, Ovid Health Star from 1966, Web of Knowledge from 1900, Scopus from 1823, CINAHL from 1937 and RCTs from ClinicalTrials.gov.

Eligibility criteria for selecting studies: We focused on RCTs published in English, but without publication year. We included RCTs in which the intervention used task shifting (non-physician healthcare workers involved in prescribing of medications, treatment and/or medical testing) and non-physician healthcare providers in the management of CV risk factors and diseases (hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidaemia, stroke, coronary artery disease or heart failure), as well as RCTs that were conducted in LMICs. We excluded studies that are not RCTs.

Results: Of the 2771 articles identified, only three met the predefined criteria. All three trials were conducted in LMICs.

Conclusions: There is a dearth of evidence on the implementation of task-shifting strategies to reduce the burden of CVD in LMICs. Effective task-shifting interventions targeted at reducing the global CVD epidemic in LMICs are urgently needed.

INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and diabetes and their attendant complications is high in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs).1 According to the WHO, 80% of the mortality...
attributable to non-communicable diseases (NCDs) occurs in LMICs, and CVD account for the greatest burden. For example, the mortality attributable to CVD in Africa, South-East Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean regions is projected to increase from 20 to 35% by the year 2020. It is estimated that more than 30 million adults in Africa have hypertension, and 75% of all deaths in Africa may be attributable to hypertension by the year 2020. Stroke deaths attributable to hypertension in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) account for a total disability of 2.6 million Disability Adjusted Life Years. Even more troubling is the fact that the growing NCD burden (in most LMICs) occurs in the context of high levels of infectious diseases such as malaria, HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis, thus indicating a rapid epidemiological transition. This makes the urgency of addressing the epidemic of CVDs in LMICs imminent.

Although barriers to management of CVD exist at multiple levels of care, systems-level barriers (particularly the acute shortage of healthcare providers) limit the capacity of LMICs to manage CVD at the primary care level. For example, although SSA has 11% of the world’s population and bears over 24% of the global disease burden, it harbours only 3% of the global health workforce. There are 2.4 million doctors and nurses in SSA, which translates to 2 doctors and 11 nursing/midwifery personnel per 10,000 people compared to 19 doctors and 49 nursing/midwifery personnel per 10,000 in North America. Given such limited resources, cost-effective approaches are urgently needed to mitigate systems-level barriers to management of CVD in LMICs. One such approach is a task-shifting strategy, defined as the rational distribution of primary care duties from physicians to non-physician healthcare providers. In fact, the idea of task shifting is not entirely new. Task shifting was to be the hallmark of the WHO-led primary healthcare movement of the 1980s. It was behind the declaration of what became known as health for all by the year 2000. For this purpose, and in order to maximise the efficient use of health workforce resources, primary care tasks are shifted from higher-trained health workers such as physicians to less highly trained health workers. According to the WHO and later echoed by the World Medical Association, task shifting is particularly useful in low-resource settings facing a healthcare human resource crisis, and is therefore proposed as a viable method for primary and secondary prevention at the primary care level. The benefits of task shifting are well documented in the management of HIV/AIDS. It utilises multiple strategies to address the CVD epidemic including screening, counselling on lifestyle modification, initiation of treatment and referral to specialist care.

Despite the global call for task shifting for management of non-communicable diseases and the potential for task-shifting strategies to mitigate the systems-level barriers to implementation of primary and secondary prevention of CVD in LMICs, their effectiveness has not been widely evaluated. In this systematic review, we evaluated the evidence from published randomised controlled trials (RCTs) for the use of task-shifting strategies for CVD risk reduction in LMICs.

METHODS

Search strategy
We identified published trials that met predefined inclusion criteria using standard Cochrane Collaboration systematic review techniques and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement. We searched the following databases: PubMed from the 1940s, EMBASE from 1974, Global Health from 1910, Ovid Health Star from 1966, Web of Knowledge from 1900, Scopus from 1823, CINAHL from 1937 and RCTs from ClinicalTrials.gov. The search strategy included terms from three subject categories: those related to CVD; those related to the concept of task shifting; and those related to LMICs, as defined by the World Bank (using a variety of factors including gross domestic product, population, economic policy and external debt, health, environment and education). All concepts were then combined using both keywords and controlled vocabularies such as "task shift**" AND "balance of care OR nonphysician clinician OR substitute health worker OR community care giver OR primary health care team OR cadres OR nurses**" AND "CVD". The search terms used were similar to the ones used by Callaghan et al in their systematic review of task shifting in HIV treatment. Searches were undertaken in October 2011 and repeated in March 2013 before the final write-up.

We adopted the following definition of task shifting by Callaghan et al: “the process of shifting tasks to a variety of health workers; including nurses or new cadres in prescribing of medications and medical testing, as long as it is a streamlined, rationalized chain of care.” As depicted in figure 1, the process of task shifting should involve ongoing training from higher-level health professionals, delegation and continuous supervision. Also, patients with complicated disease cases should always be referred for specialist care.

Eligibility criteria for inclusion of studies
We limited our search to only RCTs published in English, but without publication year. We included RCTs in which the intervention used task-shifting (non-physician healthcare workers involved in prescribing of medications, treatment and/or medical testing) and non-physician healthcare providers in the management of CV risk factors and diseases (hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidaemia, stroke, coronary artery disease or heart failure), as well as RCTs that were conducted in LMICs. We excluded studies that were not RCTs. We then reviewed the identified RCTs in their entirety to determine their eligibility.
Data extraction
Each of the authors assessed all retrieved lists of citations and abstracts independently. Initially, we determined the relevance of the articles by title and abstract. Discrepancies between the authors about the eligibility of retrieved studies were resolved by discussion. We then obtained printed copies of all relevant articles for extensive examination to ensure that the articles met all eligibility criteria. Information from potentially eligible articles including study country, study design, methods, participant characteristics, retention rates and study outcomes were extracted into the Cochrane Review Manager.22

Quality assessment
The quality of available RCTs was assessed using the Cochrane criteria23 adapted from previous suggestions.24 25 Specifically, the risk of bias in generation of the randomisation sequence, allocation concealment and blinding (participants and outcome assessors), incomplete outcome data and selective reporting were assessed as adequate, uncertain or inadequate.24 25 Two authors (JG and JI) assessed the risk of bias in the individual studies that met the inclusion criteria. Disagreements were resolved by consensus, and a third reviewer was consulted if disagreements persisted.

RESULTS
Full search strategies for each of the databases are provided in online supplementary appendix 1. We retrieved and screened 2771 articles (figure 2), and conducted full paper review on 32 articles that initially met the inclusion criteria including study location in LMICs, the use of non-physician providers to provide health services, CVD and use of task-shifting strategies. After further review, we excluded 18 articles including: studies that were not conducted in LMICs (5); studies that were missing important details about intervention strategies (4); protocol papers that were missing main trial outcomes (4); studies that referred to the same study protocol conducted in the same populations (3); studies whose primary outcome did not include major CV risk factors or CVD (1); and studies that only provided abstracts (1). A total of 14 articles met the initial eligibility criteria.21 26–30 The 14 articles were further screened based on whether or not the intervention fulfilled the definition of task shifting used for this review (use of non-physician clinicians in prescribing medications or performing medical testing in the treatment or management of CVD). This final review led to a further elimination of 11 additional articles,27–32 34–38 leaving only three RCTs, which were included in this systematic review.21 26 33 The characteristics of the studies included in this systematic review are presented in tables 1 and 2. One trial was conducted in Nigeria,26 other multicentre trials were conducted in Nigeria and China33 and the last one was conducted in Iran.21 The study populations were patients with hypertension (two studies)26 33 and type 2 diabetes (one study;21 table 2). The sample size of the interventions varied, with a range of 61–2397 patients (table 1): the sample size for the diabetes trial was 6121, while those of the two hypertension trials were 54 and 2397.33 The duration of these studies ranged from 3 months for the diabetes trial to 6–12 months for the hypertension trials. The reporting quality of all three trials were rated at 73% using the Jadad quality measure.39

The overall risk of bias was moderate; the random sequence generation was adequate in 67% (2/3) of the studies, and allocation concealment in 67% (2/3); however, blinding of data collection (participants) was not possible in any of the studies due to the nature of the intervention, as well as with blinding of the outcomes except for one study.21 All the studies described the methods used to collect outcomes, although we could not assess blinding of the researchers collecting the outcome data. Overall, incomplete data were reported in all the studies; however, selective reporting was poor with very minimal information in all the studies on whether the interventions were implemented with fidelity, “that is whether each of the components of
the intervention were delivered in a comparable manner to all participants and is true to the objectives of the underlying research.⁴⁰

**Hypertension trials**

Both studies evaluated the effect of task shifting on hypertension control using various forms of task-shifting strategies including interventions led by nurses, pharmacists and community health workers (table 2). The studies were conducted in Nigeria and China.⁴⁶ ³³ In addition to nurses or pharmacists prescribing antihypertensive medications, the interventions included health education emphasising lifestyle modifications such as diet, physical activity and medication adherence. The interventions were effective at improving blood pressure (BP) control in both studies.⁴⁶ ³³

The first hypertension trial, by Adeyemo and colleagues, examined the effectiveness of the use of nurses to deliver hypertension management in a primary care practice versus usual care plus home visits on medication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (year)</th>
<th>Duration of interventions (months)</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Completed Follow-up per cent</th>
<th>Completed Follow-up per cent</th>
<th>Primary outcome measures</th>
<th>Statistical improvement in CVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adeyemo et al (2013)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Medication adherence BP Control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendis et al (2010)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2397</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>Systolic BP change from Baseline to 12 months</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesari et al (2010)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>Adherence to diabetes regimen</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BP, blood pressure; CVD, cardiovascular diseases; HbA₁c, glycated haemoglobin.
adherence, and BP control at 6 months among 544 patients (mean age ∼63 years, mean BP ∼168/92 mm Hg) in Nigeria.\textsuperscript{26} The intervention included the following components: (1) a nurse-led treatment programme with physician backup, (2) clinic visits and health education by nurses, (3) the use of diuretics and a β-blocker prescribed by nurses with physician backup. The primary outcome of BP control (BP <140/90 mm Hg) was achieved in 66% of the study participants (66.7% in the clinic only group, 65.4% in the clinic plus home visit; p=0.584 and p=0.891).\textsuperscript{26} The overall decline in the mean systolic and diastolic BP over the 6-month period was 30 mm Hg and 15 mm Hg, respectively (p<0.001 and p<0.0001).\textsuperscript{26} Overall, medication adherence was high among study participants with 77% of participants taking >98 of their prescribed pills.

The second hypertension trial was the largest in this review. In this cluster RCT, Mendis et al\textsuperscript{33} evaluated the effectiveness of the WHO Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) package using task-shifting strategies to improve BP control among 2397 hypertensive patients from 40 primary care facilities (20 intervention sites, 20 control sites) in Nigeria and China. Non-physician healthcare workers provided patients at the intervention sites with the WHO CVD package protocol, while those at the control sites received usual care for a period of 12 months. The WHO CVD package was designed as an adaptable, cost-effective tool for systematic case management at all healthcare levels and consequently for scaling up in health systems in LMICs. The programme provides clinical decision support for the assessment and management of CV risk through easy-to-follow risk-assessment algorithms, lifestyle counselling, drug treatment protocols and referral pathways.\textsuperscript{11} The protocol consists of four basic steps: inquiry about the patient’s history (heart attack, angina, stroke, transient ischaemic attack, diabetes and lifestyle behaviours); physical and laboratory examination (including BP measurements, anthropometrics, urine dipstick, fasting glucose and plasma cholesterol); estimation of the patient’s CVD risk based on the WHO risk charts (low, medium or high); and subsequent initiation of drug therapy and lifestyle counselling during follow-up visits.\textsuperscript{33} Depending on the patient’s CVD risk, the treatment decisions include either (1) immediate referral to a specialist in the case of patients with high CVD risk; or (2) lifestyle counselling on diet, physical activity and tobacco cessation; prescription of an antihypertensive medication; and follow-up with a provider. The primary outcome was change in systolic BP from baseline to 12 months. Systolic and diastolic BP decreased significantly in favour of the intervention group at both study sites (p<0.001) and (p<0.0002), but the BP control rate was abysmally low at only 20%. The intervention resulted in a significantly greater reduction in systolic and diastolic BP for the treatment group (2 mm Hg and 1 mm Hg) than the control group in both countries.\textsuperscript{33}

### Table 2 Characteristics of studies included in the systematic review (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (year)</th>
<th>Cardiovascular disease</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Task-shifting professional</th>
<th>Intervention components</th>
<th>Intervention setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adeyemo et al \textsuperscript{(2013)}\textsuperscript{26}</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>Intervention 1: Clinic-based care management—a community-based, nurse-led treatment programme with physician backup; facilitation of clinic visits and health education; and the use of diuretics and a β-blocker as needed.</td>
<td>Two clinics and/or a patient home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendis et al \textsuperscript{(2010)}\textsuperscript{33}</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Nigeria and China</td>
<td>Non-physician healthcare workers</td>
<td>Intervention 1: Received WHO cardiovascular risk management package; patient education; initiation of hydrochlorothiazide</td>
<td>Forty primary healthcare facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesarti et al \textsuperscript{(2010)}\textsuperscript{21}</td>
<td>Type II diabetes</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>Both Groups: Patient education on diet, exercise, foot-care, medication-taking, hypoglycaemia management; blood glucose self-monitoring; medication adjustment</td>
<td>Community-based setting and health centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diabetes trial

The diabetes trial evaluated whether nurse-led care could improve diabetes management compared to usual care. This trial was conducted by Nesari et al. in Iran among 61 patients with diabetes, who received either telephone-based nurse follow-up care for 3 months or usual care. Both groups received health education on diet, physical activity, foot care, blood glucose self-monitoring, management of medication side effects and hypoglycaemia. Additionally, in the intervention group, the nurse adjusted the patients’ medications according to the patients’ reported glycaemic level, with backup from an endocrinologist. The reported decline in glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) was higher in the intervention group compared to the usual care group (1.87% in the intervention group, p<0.001; and 0.42% in the usual care group, p<0.15). Similarly, the mean levels of HbA1c was significantly lower in the intervention group than in the usual care group at 3 months (mean HbA1c of 7.04%±1.18 in the intervention group vs 8.64%±1.88 for the control group; p<0.001).

Discussion

In this review, we examined the evidence for task shifting of primary care duties for management of CVD in LMICs. We reviewed three clinical trials that utilised task-shifting strategies for management of CVD in LMICs. Two of the three trials were hypertension studies, and one was a diabetes trial. The outcomes of the three trials were positive with significant improvement in BP and HbA1c. The studies show some evidence of the effectiveness of task-shifting strategies for management of hypertension and diabetes using nurses.

Some of the common task-shifting enablers among the studies are as follows: continuous educational training and feedback from higher level health professionals; bridging hospital care to home care in order to ensure continuity of patient care; and providing explicit training tools including medication/treatment algorithms. Nonetheless, barriers to task shifting in LMICs that currently do not utilise task-shifting strategies include the lack of policy on the ability of non-physician providers to prescribe medications for common disorders; the lack of a referral system as backup for complicated cases; the lack of an organisational structure to accommodate a non-physician provider as a primary care provider; and the lack of competence of the non-physician provider in their ability to manage uncomplicated CV risk factors; and finally, the lack of infrastructure for data collection and monitoring of clinical information on a periodic basis.

The concept of task shifting is not new because task-shifting strategies have proven effective in the battle against the HIV/AIDS epidemic in LMICs; and thus may be potentially effective for chronic disease management, provided adequate and sustainable training is afforded to the health professionals involved. Considering the barriers and challenges that task shifting may pose if non-physician healthcare workers are not equipped with the expertise to efficiently manage HIV/AIDS, the WHO launched the treat, train, retrain plan in 2006 to ensure competency and aid in capacity building of these providers. As a result, many LMICs have adopted task-shifting strategies for HIV/AIDS management in LMICs. In this regard, Callaghan et al. conducted a systematic review of 84 articles on HIV treatment and care in SSA, and their findings suggest that task-shifting strategies led to improved efficiency in delivery of healthcare services, enhanced access to care, better team dynamics and improved quality of care and health outcomes for patients with HIV/AIDS.

Task shifting is a potentially viable and low-cost strategy for reducing the growing CVD epidemic in LMICs because it utilises multiple strategies that are amenable to the management of CVDs including screening, counselling on lifestyle modification, initiation of treatment and referral to specialist care. We are not aware of any rigorous evaluation of task-shifting strategies for management of CVDs in LMICs. To the best of our knowledge, our study was the first systematic review to evaluate the effectiveness of existing task-shifting strategies in the management of CV risk factors in LMICs. Our findings highlight the lack of data on the widespread implementation and effectiveness of task-shifting strategies for CVD other than the one large trial conducted by Mendis et al. at the WHO, which showed that task shifting is effective at primary care healthcare facilities in Nigeria and China. The other studies reviewed had numerous weaknesses. First, the quality of the trials was low, given their very small sample sizes, poor definition of study outcomes and short duration of the trials (only 3 months for the diabetes trial and 6 months for one of the hypertension trials), making it difficult to ascertain the effect of regression to mean on the study outcomes. Second, the authors provided a very scanty description of the non-physician healthcare providers who delivered the task-shifting duties: only two of the studies identified that nurses provided the task-shifting duties. Unfortunately, the largest trial with the best quality did not provide any information on the level of training of the task-shifting healthcare provider. Third, there were no data on the cost-effectiveness of these studies, and finally, none of the trials integrated their intervention into existing healthcare systems making evaluation of the implementation and dissemination of the study findings problematic.

A possible limitation of our review is that we excluded 11 RCT studies which did not meet our criteria. These studies are shown in table 3, and the majority of the reasons for exclusion are because they were studies that were largely patient education/health education interventions carried out by non-physicians. These duties readily fit in the nurses and other non-physician duties, and hence were not considered task shifting. Other
reasons include the lack of randomisation (2739 studies), and although they measured outcomes of CVD, the lack of randomisation makes them low quality. These studies were nevertheless effective as pre–post design that policymakers may find useful.

Future studies should focus on the cost-effectiveness of task-shifting interventions for CVD risk reduction as part of the larger healthcare system. In addition, these studies should compare the cost-effectiveness of the use of nurses versus other allied healthcare workers. In order for task-shifting strategies to be considered effective, evidence of their implementation for addressing the CVD epidemic as part of the existing healthcare systems in LMICs is paramount. Thus, in 2001, the Global Alliance for Chronic Diseases (GACD) funded 15 implementation trials targeting hypertension control. Five of these studies evaluated the role of task-shifting strategies to reduce overall CV risk and improve hypertension control in Ghana, India, Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa. Such studies integrated into existing healthcare systems will guarantee subsequent adoption of interventions if proven successful.

In conclusion and based on our findings, task-shifting strategies are applicable and feasible in many LMICs, which are burdened with infectious and chronic diseases, compounded with limited material and healthcare personnel resources. With proper training and continuous feedback, lower level health professionals can be instrumental in managing CVDs efficiently. Future studies should address their implementation as part of existing healthcare systems as well as their cost-effectiveness in LMICs.

Table 3  Excluded RCT studies not meeting the final review criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (year)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Reason for exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DePue et al (2013)</td>
<td>American Samoa</td>
<td>Diabetes management support programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hachasangolu et al (2011)</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Hypertension health education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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APPENDIX 1: SEARCH STRATEGY

For all searches, the three sets of terms were combined as follows: CVD search AND task-shifting search AND low- and middle-income countries search

PubMed search

Task-Shifting: \((\text{"Task"[All Fields] OR "tasks"[all fields]} \AND \text{"shift"[All Fields] OR "shifted"[all fields] OR "shifts"[all fields] OR "shifting"[all fields]}) \OR \text{(shortage*[All Fields] AND \("\text{physicians"[MeSH]} \OR \text{"health personnel"[Mesh]} \OR \text{"physicians"[All Fields] OR "doctors"[All Fields] OR "trained personnel"[All Fields] OR "health workforce"[All Fields] OR "health care workforce"[All Fields]} \OR \text{"healthcare workforce"[All Fields] OR "health workers"[All Fields] OR "health care workers"[All Fields] OR "healthcare workers"[All Fields] OR "health care providers"[All Fields] OR "health providers"[All Fields] OR "healthcare providers"[All Fields]})) \OR \text{("nurse led"[All Fields] OR "primary health care nurse"[All Fields] OR "primary health care nurses"[All Fields] OR "primary health care nursing"[All Fields]}) \OR \"\text{nonphysician clinicians"[All Fields] OR "non-physician clinicians"[All Fields] OR "non physician health care workers"[All Fields] OR "nonphysician health care workers"[All Fields] OR "non physician healthcare workers"[All Fields] OR "nonphysician healthcare workers"[All Fields] OR "non physician health workers"[All Fields] OR "role*[All Fields] AND \("\text{nurse"[All Fields] OR "nurses"[all fields] OR "nursing"[all fields]) \OR \"\text{community health aides"[mesh] OR \"\text{community health centers"[mesh] \OR \"\text{lay health workers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{lay health care workers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{lay healthcare workers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{lay health workers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ comunidad health workers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ comunidad health care workers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ comunidad health centers"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ comunidad health centre"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ comunidad health centres"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ extended scope practitioner"[all fields] \OR \"\text{ extended scope practitioners"[all fields] \OR \"\text{ extended scope practice"[all fields] \OR \"\text{ enhanced role"[all fields] \OR \"\text{ role enhancement"[all fields] OR \"\text{ (""substitution"[All Fields] OR \"\text{ substituted"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ substitute"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ substituting"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ substitutes"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ delegate"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ delegating"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ delegates"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ delegation"[All Fields] \OR \"\text{ delegated"[All Fields]}) \AND \text{\("\text{physicians"[mesh] OR \"\text{physician"[All Fields] OR \"\text{physicians"[All Fields] OR \"\text{doctor"[All Fields] OR \"\text{doctors"[All Fields])}}\)

Low-and Middle-income countries: \"\text{developing countries"[all fields] \OR \"\text{developing country"[all fields] \OR \"\text{developing countries"[mesh] \OR \"\text{medically underserved area"[mesh] \OR \"\text{medically underserved area"[all fields] \OR \"\text{medically underserved areas"[all fields] \OR \"\text{low income countries"[all fields] \OR \"\text{low income country"[all fields] \OR \"\text{middle income countries"[all fields] \OR \"\text{middle income country"[all fields] \OR \"\text{global"[all fields] \OR \"\text{resource poor"[all fields] \OR \"\text{low resource"[all fields] \OR \"\text{ "Africa"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Asia, Central"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Asia, Western"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Asia, Southeastern"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Indian Ocean Islands"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Central America"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{South America"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Europe, Eastern"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Transcaucasia"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{China"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Korea"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Mongolia"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Mexico"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Caribbean Region"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Pacific Islands"[Mesh] \OR \"\text{Africa"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Central Asia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{western Asia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{southeastern Asia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Indian Ocean Islands"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Central America"[all fields] \OR \"\text{South America"[all fields] \OR \"\text{eastern Europe"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Transcaucasia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Caribbean"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Pacific Islands"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Afghan"[all fields] \OR \"\text{afghani"[all fields] \OR \"\text{afghanistan"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Bangladesh"[all fields] \OR \"\text{bangladeshi"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Benin"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Beninese"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Burkina Faso"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Burkinabe"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Burundi"[all fields] \OR \"\text{burundian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Cambodia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Cambodian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Central African Republic"[all fields] \OR \"\text{central African"[all fields] \OR \"\text{chadian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{comoros"[all fields] \OR \"\text{comoran"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Congo"[all fields] \OR \"\text{congoles"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Eritrea"[all fields] \OR \"\text{eritrean"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Ethiopia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{ethiopian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Gambia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{gambian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Guinea"[all fields] \OR \"\text{guinean"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Haiti"[all fields] \OR \"\text{haitian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Kenya"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Kenyan"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Korea"[all fields] \OR \"\text{korean"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Kyrgyzz"[all fields] \OR \"\text{kyrgyzystan"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Liberia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{liberian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Madagascar"[all fields] \OR \"\text{malagasy"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Malawi"[all fields] \OR \"\text{malawian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{mali"[all fields] \OR \"\text{malian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{mozambique"[all fields] \OR \"\text{mozambican"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Myanmar"[all fields] \OR \"\text{myanmarese"[all fields] \OR \"\text{burmese"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Nepal"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Nepalese"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Niger"[all fields] \OR \"\text{nigerian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Rwanda"[all fields] \OR \"\text{rwandan"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Sierra Leone"[all fields] \OR \"\text{sierra leonean"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Somalia"[all fields] \OR \"\text{somalian"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Tajikistan"[all fields] \OR \"\text{tajik"[all fields] \OR \"\text{tadzhik"[all fields] \OR \"\text{Tanzania"[all fields] \OR \"\text{tanzanian"[all fields] \OR}
Web of Knowledge search:

CVD: (hyperlip*emia* OR lipid*emia* OR "high cholesterol" OR hypercholester*emia*) OR (diabetes OR diabetic) OR (proteinuriaS OR albuminuriaS OR hemoglobinuriaS) OR ("chronic kidney disease" OR "chronic renal disease") OR ("chronic renal insufficiency" OR CKD OR "end-stage renal disease") OR ("chronic kidney failure" OR "chronic renal failure") OR (strokeS OR "brain vascular accident") OR apoplexy OR "cerebrovascular accident") OR (cardiomyopathy* OR "myocardial disease") OR ("heart neoplasm" OR "cardiac tumor") OR "myocardial tumor") OR "cardiac carcinoma") OR "heart cancer") OR "cardiac cancer") OR "heart tumor") OR ("myocardial ischemic disease") OR "acute coronary syndrome") OR "coronary disease") OR "coronary artery disease") OR "coronary arteriosclerotic") OR "coronary atherosclerotic") OR "coronary stenotic") OR "coronary restenotic") OR "coronary heart disease") OR "coronary thrombotic") OR "coronary occlusion") OR "myocardial infarct") OR "heart attack") OR "heart arrest") OR "cardiac arrest") OR "asystole") OR "sudden cardiac death") OR "cardiopulmonary arrest") OR "heart failure") OR "cardiac failure") OR "myocardial failure") OR "heart decompensation") OR (hypertensionS OR "high blood pressure") OR (cardiovascular NEAR/5 diseaseS OR cardiovasuclar NEAR/5 riskS)

Task-Shifting: (shortageS NEAR/5 (doctorS OR physicianS OR "trained personnel") OR (health* NEAR/3 workforce) OR (health* NEAR/3 providerS)) OR (taskS NEAR/5 shiftS) OR ("nurse led") OR ("non*physician clinician") OR (non*physician NEAR/2 health* NEAR/2 workers) OR (primary health care nurses) OR (role NEAR/5 nurses) OR (lay NEAR/2 health* NEAR/2 workers) OR (community NEAR/2 health* NEAR/2 aideS) OR (community NEAR/2 health* NEAR/2 workers) OR ((substitut* OR delegat*) NEAR/10 (physician* OR doctor* OR nurseS)) OR (community NEAR/2 health* NEAR/2 centS) OR ("extended scope practi") OR (roleS NEAR/3 enhanceS)

Low-and Middle-income countries: "developing countri" OR "medically underserved area") OR "low income countri") OR "middle income countri") OR Africa* OR Caribbean OR "central America") OR "south America") OR "central asia") OR "southeastern asia") OR "western asia") OR "Indian ocean islands") OR "eastern Europe") OR global OR "low resource") OR "resource poor") OR TranscausasiaS OR "Pacific islands") OR Afghan* OR Bangladesh* OR Benin* OR "burkina Faso") OR "burkinabe OR Burundi* OR Cambodia* OR "Central African") OR Chad* OR Comor* OR Congo* OR Eritrea* OR Ethiopia* OR Gambia* OR Guinea* OR Haiti* OR Kenya* OR Korea* OR Kyrgyz* OR Liberia* OR Madagascar OR Malagasy OR Malawi* OR Mali OR mozambi* OR Myanmar* OR Nepal* OR Niger* OR Rwanda* OR Sierra Leon* OR Somali* OR Tajik* OR Tanzania* OR Togo* OR Uganda* OR Zimbabw* OR Angola* OR Armenia* OR Belize* OR Bhutan* OR Bolivia* OR Cameroon* OR Cape Verd* OR Congo* OR "Côte d'Ivoire") OR "ivory coast") OR "ivorian OR Djibouti OR Egypt") OR "El Salvador") OR salavadoran OR Fiji* OR Georgia* OR Ghana* OR Guatema* OR Guyan* OR Honduras* OR Indonesia* OR India* OR Iraq* OR Kiribati OR Kosov* OR Lao* OR Lesotho OR "Marshall Islands") OR marshallese OR Mauriti* OR Micronesia* OR Moldova* OR Morocco* OR Nicaragua* OR Nigeria* OR Pakistan* OR "Papua New Guinea") OR Paraguay* OR Philippines* OR Filipino OR Samoa* OR "Sao Tome") OR Senegal* OR "Solomon Island") OR Sri Lanka* OR Sudan* OR Swazi* OR Syria* OR Timor* OR Tonga* OR Turkmen* OR Tuvalu* OR Ukrain* OR Uzbek* OR Vanuatu* OR Vietnam* OR "West Bank") OR Gaza OR Yemen* OR Zambia* OR Albania* OR Algeria* OR "Antigua and Barbuda") OR antiguan OR barbudan OR Argentin* OR Azerbaijan* OR Belarus* OR Bosnia* OR Botswana OR Brazil* OR Bulgaria* OR Chile* OR China OR Chinese OR Colombia* OR Costa Rica* OR Cuba* OR Dominica* OR Ecuador* OR Gabon* OR "Grenad") OR "Irish OR Jamaica") OR Jordan* OR Kazakhstan* OR Latvia* OR Lebanon* OR Libya* OR Lithuania* OR Macedonia* OR Malaysia* OR Maldives* OR mauriti* OR Mayott* OR Mexic* OR Monteneg* OR Namibia* OR Palau* OR Panama* OR Peru* OR Romania* OR Russia* OR "Serbia OR Seychell") OR "South Africa") OR "Saint Kitts") OR "Saint Lucia") OR "Saint Vincent") OR Surinam* OR Thai* OR Tunisia* OR Turk* OR "Uruguay") OR Venezuela*

Scopus search:
CVD: hyperlip*emia* OR lipid*emia* OR ("high cholesterol") OR hypercholester*emia* OR diabetes OR diabietic OR proteinuria* OR albuminuria* OR hemoglobinuria* OR ("chronic kidney disease") OR ("chronic renal disease") OR ("chronic renal insufficienc") OR CKD OR ("end-stage renal disease") OR ("chronic kidney failure") OR ("chronic renal failure") OR stroke* OR ("brain vascular accident") OR apoplexy OR ("cerebrovascular accident") OR cardiomyopathy* OR ("myocardial disease") OR myocardopath* OR ("heart neoplasm") OR ("cardiac tumor") OR ("myocardial tumor") OR ("cardiac carcinoma") OR ("heart cancer") OR ("cardiac cancer") OR ("heart tumor") OR ("myocardial isch*emia") OR ("isch*emic heart disease") OR ("acute coronary syndrome") OR ("coronary disease") OR ("coronary artery disease") OR ("coronary arteriosclerosis") OR ("coronary atherosclerosis") OR ("coronary stenos") OR ("coronary restenos") OR ("coronary heart disease") OR ("coronary thrombosis") OR ("coronary occlusion") OR ("myocardial infarct") OR ("heart attack") OR ("heart arrest") OR ("cardiac arrest") OR asystole* OR ("cardiopulmonary arrest") OR ("heart failure") OR ("cardiac failure") OR ("myocardial failure") OR ("heart decompensation") OR hypertension* OR ("high blood pressure") OR (cardiovascular W/5 disease) OR (cardiovascular W/5 risk)

Task-Shifting: (shortage* W/5 doctor*) OR (shortage* W/5 physician*) OR (shortage* W/5 "trained personnel") OR (shortage* W/5 health* W/5 work*) OR (shortage* W/5 health* W/5 provider*) OR (task* W/5 shift*) OR ("nurse led") OR ("non*physician clinician") OR (non*physician W/2 health* W/2 workers) OR ("primary care health nurs*) OR (role W/5 nurs*) OR (lay W/2 health* W/2 worker*) OR (community W/2 health* W/2 aide*) OR (community W/2 health* W/2 worker*) OR (community W/2 health* W/2 cent*) OR ("extended scope practi") OR (role W/3 enhance*) OR (substitut* W/5 physician*) OR (substitut* W/5 doctor*) OR (substitut* W/10 nurs*) OR (delegat* W/10 physician*) OR (delegat* W/10 doctor*) OR (delegat* W/10 nurs*)

Low-and Middle-income countries: ("developing countr") OR ("medically underserved area") OR ("low income countr") OR ("middle income countr") OR (Africa* OR Caribbean* OR ("central americ") OR (south americ*) OR ("central asia") OR ("southeastern asia") OR ("western asia") OR ("indian ocean islands") OR ("pacific islands") OR ("european") OR ("european") OR ("resource poor") OR (Afghan* OR Bangladesh* OR Benin* OR ("burkina Faso") OR burkinabé OR Burundi* OR Cambodia* OR ("Central African") OR Chad* OR Comor* OR Congo* OR Eritrea* OR Ethiopia* OR Gambia* OR Guinea* OR Haiti* OR Kenya* OR Korea* OR Kyrgyz* OR Liberia* OR Madagascar OR Malagasy OR Malawi* OR Mali* OR mozambi* OR Myanmar* OR Nepal* OR Niger* OR Rwanda* OR ("Sierra Leon") OR Somalia* OR Tadjik* OR Tanzania* OR Togo* OR Uganda* OR Zimbabwe* OR Angola* OR Armenia* OR Belize* OR Bhutan* OR Bolivia* OR Cameroon* OR ("Cape Verd") OR Congo* OR ("Côte d'Ivoire") OR ("ivory coast") OR ("ivory coast") OR Djibouti OR Egypt* OR ("El Salvador") OR saldoran OR Fiji* OR Georgia* OR Ghana* OR Guatemala* OR Guyan* OR Honduras* OR Indonesia* OR India* OR Iraq* OR Kiribati OR Kosovo* OR Lao* OR Laos OR Lesotho OR ("Marshall Islands") OR Marshall* OR Mauritania* OR Micronesia* OR Moldova* OR Mongolia* OR Morocco* OR Nicaragua* OR Nigeria* OR Pakistan* OR ("Papua New Guinea") OR Paraguay* OR ("Philippines") OR ("Philipino") OR Samoa* OR ("Sao Tome") OR Senegal* OR ("Solomon Island") OR ("Sri Lanka") OR ("Sudan") OR Swazi* OR Syria* OR Timor* OR Tonga* OR Turkmen* OR Tuvalu* OR Ukrain* OR Uzbek* OR Vanuat* OR Vietnam* OR ("West Bank") OR Gaza* OR Yemen* OR Zamb* OR Albania* OR Algeria* OR ("Antigua and Barbuda") OR antiguan OR barbudan OR Argentin* OR Azerbaijan* OR Belarus* OR Bosnia* OR Botswana OR Brazil* OR Bulgaria* OR Chile* OR China OR Chinese OR Colombia* OR ("Costa Rica") OR Cuba* OR Dominic* OR Ecuador* OR Gabon* OR Grenad* OR Iran* OR Jamiea* OR Jordan* OR Kazakhstan* OR Latvia* OR Lebanon* OR Libya* OR Lithuania* OR Macedonia* OR Malaysia* OR Maldives* OR mauriti* OR Mayott* OR Mexic* OR Montenegr* OR Namibia* OR Palau* OR Panama* OR Peri* OR Romania* OR Russia* OR Serbia* OR Seychell* OR ("South Africa") OR ("Saint Kitts") OR ("Saint Lucia") OR ("Saint Vincent") OR Surinam* OR Thai* OR Tunisia* OR Turk* OR Uruguay* OR Venezuela*
CVD: (MH “cardiovascular diseases”) OR (TX cardiovascular N5 disease) OR (MH “cardiovascular risk factors”) OR (TX cardiovascular N5 risk) OR (MH “Hyperlipidemia”) OR (TX hyperlipidemia) OR (TX lipids) OR (TX "high cholesterol") OR (TX hypercholesterolemia) OR (TX hypercholesterolemia) OR (TX diabetes) OR (TX diabetic) OR (MH “Diabetes Mellitus”) OR (MH "proteinuria") OR (TX proteinuria) OR (TX albuminuria) OR (TX hemoglobinuria) OR (MH "Kidney Failure, Chronic") OR (TX "chronic kidney disease") OR (TX "chronic renal disease") OR (TX "chronic renal insufficiency") OR (TX "CKD") OR (TX "end-stage renal disease") OR (TX "chronic kidney failure") OR (TX "chronic renal failure") OR (TX stroke) OR (TX "brain vascular accident") OR (TX apoplexy) OR (TX "cerebrovascular accident") OR (TX cardiomyopathy) OR (TX "myocardial disease") OR (TX myocardialopathy) OR (TX "heart neoplasms") OR (TX "cardiac tumors") OR (TX "myocardial tumors") OR (TX "cardiac carcinoma") OR (TX "heart cancer") OR (TX "cardiac cancer") OR (TX "heart tumor") OR (TX "myocardial ischemia") OR (TX "ischemic heart disease") OR (TX “acute coronary syndrome") OR (TX “coronary disease") OR (TX "coronary artery disease") OR (TX "coronary arteriosclerosis") OR (TX "coronary atherosclerosis") OR (TX "coronary stenosis") OR (TX "coronary restenosis") OR (TX "coronary heart disease") OR (TX "coronary thrombosis") OR (TX "coronary occlusion") OR (TX "myocardial infarction") OR (TX "heart attack") OR (TX "heart arrest") OR (TX "cardiac arrest") OR (TX asystole) OR (TX "cardiopulmonary arrest") OR (TX "heart failure") OR (TX "cardiac failure") OR (TX "myocardial failure") OR (TX "heart decompensation") OR (TX hypertension) OR (TX "high blood pressure")

Task-Shifting: (MH “Personnel Shortage") OR (TX shortage N5 doctor) OR (TX shortage N5 physician) OR (TX shortage N5 “trained personnel”) OR (TX shortage N5 "health* * workforce") OR (TX shortage N5 "health* * worker") OR (TX shortage N5 "health* * provider") OR (TX task N5 shift) OR (TX "nurse led") OR (TX "non*physician clinician") OR (TX "non*physician health* * worker") OR (TX "primary health* * nurses") OR (TX role N5 nurses) OR (MH “community health workers") OR (MH “community health centers") OR (TX "lay health* * worker") OR (TX community N2 "health* * aide") OR (TX community N2 "health* * worker") OR (TX community N2 "health* * cent") OR (TX "extended scope practice") OR (TX role N3 enhance) OR (TX substitut N10 physician) OR (TX substitut N10 doctor) OR (TX substitute N10 nurse) OR (TX delegat N10 physician) OR (TX delegat N10 doctor) OR (TX delegat N10 nurse)

Low-and Middle-income countries: (MH “developing countries") OR (MH “medically underserved area") OR (TX "developing country") OR (TX "medically underserved area") OR (TX "low income country") OR (TX "middle income country") OR (MH “Africa") OR (TX Africa) OR (TX Caribbean) OR (MH “west indies") OR (TX "central America") OR (MH “Central America") OR (MH “south America") OR (MH “south America") OR (TX global) OR (TX "low resource") OR (TX "resource poor") OR (TX "central asia") OR (MH “asia, central") OR (TX "southeastern asia") OR (MH "asia, southeastern") OR (TX "western asia") OR (MH “asia, western") OR (TX "Indian ocean islands") OR (MH “Indian ocean islands") OR (TX "eastern Europe") OR (MH “Europe, eastern") OR (TX Transcaucasia) OR (TX "pacific islands") OR (MH “pacific islands") OR (TX Afghan) OR (TX Bangladesh) OR (TX Benin) OR (TX Burkina Faso) OR (TX burkinabe) OR (TX Burundi) OR (TX Cambodia) OR (TX "Central African") OR (TX Chad) OR (TX Comor) OR (TX Congo) OR (TX Eritrea) OR (TX Ethiopia) OR (TX Gambia) OR (TX Guinea) OR (TX Haiti) OR (TX Kenya) OR (TX Korea) OR (TX Kyrgyz) OR (TX Liberia) OR (TX Madagascar) OR (TX malagasy) OR (TX Malawi) OR (TX mali) OR (TX mozambique) OR (TX Myanmar) OR (TX Nepal) OR (TX Niger) OR (TX Rwanda) OR (TX "Sierra Leon") OR (TX Somalia) OR (TX Tajik) OR (TX tajik) OR (TX Tanzania) OR (TX Togo) OR (TX Uganda) OR (TX Zimbabwe) OR (TX Angola) OR (TX Armenia) OR (TX Belize) OR (TX Bhutan) OR (TX Bolivia) OR (TX Cameroon) OR (TX Cape Verde) OR (TX Congo) OR (TX "Côte d'Ivoire") OR (TX "ivory coast") OR (TX ivorian) OR (TX Djibouti) OR (TX Egypt) OR (TX "El Salvador") OR (TX "Salvadoran") OR (TX Fiji) OR (TX Georgia) OR (TX Ghana) OR (TX Guatemala) OR (TX Guyan) OR (TX Honduras) OR (TX Indonesia) OR (TX India) OR (TX Iraq) OR (TX Kiribati) OR (TX Kosov) OR (TX Lao) OR (TX Lesotho) OR (TX "Marshall Islands") OR (TX marshallese) OR (TX Mauritania) OR (TX Micronesia) OR (TX Moldova) OR (TX Mongolia) OR (TX Morocco) OR (TX Nicaragua) OR (TX Nigeria) OR (TX Pakistan) OR (TX "Papua New..."
Guinea") OR (TX Paraguay*) OR (TX Philippines) OR (TX Samoan) OR (TX "Sao Tome") OR (TX Senegal*) OR (TX “Solomon Island") OR (TX "sri lanka") OR (TX Sudan*) OR (TX Swazi*) OR (TX Syrian) OR (TX Timorese) OR (TX Tongan) OR (TX Turkmen*) OR (TX Tuvalu*) OR (TX Ukrain*) OR (TX "Uzbek") OR (TX Vanuatu) OR (TX Vietnam*) OR (TX (“West Bank")) OR (TX Gaza) OR (TX Yemenn) OR (TX Zambian) OR (TX Albanian) OR (TX Algerian) OR (TX “Antigua and Barbuda") OR (TX antiguan) OR (TX barbadian) OR (TX Argentine) OR (TX Azerbaijani*) OR (TX Belarus*) OR (TX Bosnian) OR (TX Botswana) OR (TX Brazilian*) OR (TX Bulgaria*) OR (TX "Chile") OR (TX Chinese) OR (MH "China") OR (TX Colombián) OR (TX “Costa Rican") OR (TX Cuban) OR (TX Dominican) OR (TX Ecuador) OR (TX Gabonian) OR (TX Grenadian) OR (TX "Iran") OR (TX Jamaican) OR (TX Jordan) OR (TX "Kazakhstani") OR (TX "Latvian") OR (TX "Lebanese") OR (TX Libyan) OR (TX Lithuanian) OR (TX "Macedonian") OR (TX Malaysian) OR (TX Maldivian) OR (TX Mauritian) OR (TX Mexican) OR (TX "Montenegrin") OR (TX Namibian) OR (TX Palauan) OR (TX Panamanian) OR (TX Peruvian) OR (TX "Romanian") OR (TX "Russian") OR (TX "Serbian") OR (TX Seychellois) OR (TX "South African") OR (TX "Saint Kitts") OR (TX "Saint Lucia") OR (TX "Saint Vincent") OR (TX Surinamese) OR (TX Thai) OR (TX Tunisian) OR (TX "Turk") OR (TX "Uruguayan") OR (TX Venezuelan)

EMBASE Search

CVD: exp hyperlipidemia/ or hyperlipid?emia$1.mp. or hyperlip?emia$1.mp. or lipid?emia$1.mp. or high cholesterol.mp. or hypercholesterol?emia$1.mp. or hypercholester?emia$1.mp. or high cholesterol.mp. or exp Diabetes mellitus/ or diabetes.mp. OR exp diabetic angiopathy/ or diabetic.mp. or exp proteinuria/ or proteinuria$1.mp. or albuminuria$1.mp. or hemoglobinuria$1.mp. or exp chronic kidney disease/ or chronic kidney disease$1.mp. or chronic renal disease$1.mp. or chronic renal insufficiency$1.mp. OR CKD.mp. OR end-stage renal disease$1.mp. or chronic kidney failure$1.mp. or chronic renal failure$1.mp. or exp stroke/ or stroke$1.mp. or brain vascular accident$1.mp. or apoplexy.mp. or cerebrovascular accident$1.mp. or exp myocardial disease/ or cardiomyopathy$1.mp. or myocardial disease$1.mp. or myocardiopath$.mp. or heart muscle isch?emia$1.mp. or myocardial isch?emia$1.mp. or isch?emic heart disease$1.mp. or acute coronary syndrome$1.mp. or coronary disease$1.mp. or coronary artery disease$1.mp. or coronary arteriosclerosis$1.mp. or coronary atherosclerosis$1.mp. or coronary stenosis$1.mp. or coronary restenosis$1.mp. or coronary heart disease$1.mp. or chronic heart failure$1.mp. or chronic renal failure$1.mp. or end-stage renal failure$1.mp. or heart failure$1.mp. or heart decompensation$1.mp. or exp hypertension/ or hypertension$1.mp. or high blood pressure$1.mp. or exp cardiovascular disease/ or exp cardiovascular risk/ or (cardiovascular ADJ5 disease$1).mp. or (cardiovascular ADJ5 risk$1).mp.

Task-Shifting: exp personnel shortage/ or (shortage$1 ADJ5 doctor$1).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 physician$1).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 trained ADJ5 personnel).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 health ADJ5 workforce).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 health ADJ5 worker$1).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 health ADJ5 provider$1).mp. or (task$1 ADJ5 shift$).mp. or nurse led.mp. or non$1 physician clinician$1.mp. or non$1 physician health$ worker$1.mp. or primary health care nur$1.mp. or (role ADJ5 nurs$1).mp. or exp community health nursing/ or exp health auxiliary/ or community health$ worker$1.mp. or community health cent$1.mp. or lay health$ worker$1.mp. or community health$ aide$1.mp. or (community ADJ2 health ADJ5 worker$1).mp. or extended scope practi$1.mp. or (role ADJ3 enhance$).mp. or (substitute$ ADJ10 physician$1).mp. or (substitute$ ADJ10 doctor$1).mp. or (substitute$ ADJ10 nurse$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 physician$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 doctor$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 nurse$1).mp.

Low-and Middle-income countries: exp developing country/ or exp medically underserved/ or developing countr$1.mp. or medically underserved area$1.mp. or low income countr$1.mp. or middle income
Global Health Search

CVD: exp hyperlipaemia/ or hyperlipid?emia$1.mp. or hyperlip?emia$1.mp. or lipid?emia$1.mp. or high cholesterol.mp. or hypercholesterol?emia$1.mp. or hypercholester?emia$1.mp. or exp Diabetes mellitus/ or diabetes.mp. or diabetic.mp. or exp proteinuria/ or proteinuria$1.mp. or albuminuria$1.mp. or hemoglobinuria$1.mp. or chronic kidney disease$1.mp. or chronic renal disease$1.mp. or chronic renal insufficiency$1.mp. or OR CKD.mp. or OR end-stage renal disease$1.mp. or chronic kidney failure$1.mp. or chronic renal failure$1.mp. or exp stroke/ or stroke$1.mp. or brain vascular accident$1.mp. or apoplexy.mp. or cerebrovascular accident$1.mp. or exp cardiomyopathy/ or cardiomyopath$1.mp. or myocardial disease$1.mp. or myocardial ischaemia$1.mp. or myocardial infarct$1.mp. or heart attack$1.mp. or heart neoplasia$1.mp. or cardiac tumor$1.mp. or myocardial tumor$1.mp. or cardiac carcinoma$1.mp. or heart cancer$1.mp. or cardiac cancer$1.mp. or heart tumor$1.mp. or heart arrest$1.mp. or cardiac arrest$1.mp. or asystole$1.mp. or cardiopulmonary arrest$1.mp. or heart failure$1.mp. or cardiac failure$1.mp. or myocardial failure$1.mp. or heart decompensation$1.mp. or exp hypertension/ or hypertension$1.mp. or high blood pressure$1.mp. or exp cardiovascular diseases/ or (cardiovascular ADJ5 disease$1).mp. or (cardiovascular ADJ5 risk$1).mp.

Task-Shifting: (shortage$1 ADJ5 doctor$1).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 physician$1).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 trained ADJ5 personnel).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 health* ADJ5 workforce).mp. or (shortage$1
ADJ5 health ADJ5 worker$1).mp. or (shortage$1 ADJ5 health ADJ5 provider$1).mp. or (task$1 ADJ5 shift$).mp. or nurse led.mp. or non$1physician clinician$1.mp. or non$1physician health$ worker$1.mp. or primary health care nurs$.mp. or (role ADJ5 nurs$).mp. or exp community health services/ or exp medical auxiliaries/ or exp barefoot doctors/ or community health$ worker$1.mp. or community health cent$ sampled.mp. or lay health$ worker$1.mp. or community health$ aide$1.mp. or community health nurs$.mp. or (community ADJ2 health ADJ5 worker$1).mp. or extended scope practi$.mp. or (role ADJ3 enhance$).mp. or (substitute$ ADJ10 physician$1).mp. or (substitute$ ADJ10 doctor$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 nurse$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 physician$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 doctor$1).mp. or (delegat$ ADJ10 nurse$1).mp.

Low-and Middle-income countries: exp developing countries/ or developing countr$.mp. or medically underserved area$1.mp. or low income countr$.mp. or middle income country.mp. or low resource.mp. or resource poor.mp. or global.mp. or exp Africa/ or exp South America/ or exp Central America/or Africa$1.mp. or Caribbean.mp. or central America$1.mp. or south America$1.mp. or exp southeast asia/ or exp Caribbean/ or exp pacific islands/ or Afghan$.mp. or Bangladesh$1.mp. or Benin$.mp. or Burkina Faso.mp. or Burkinabe.mp. or Burundi$.mp. or Cambodia$1.mp. or Central African.mp. or Chad$.mp. or Comor$.mp. or Congo$1.mp. or Eritrea$.mp. or Ethiopia$.mp. or Gambia$1.mp. or Guinea$1.mp. or Haiti$.mp. or Kenya$1.mp. or Korea$.mp. or exp North Korea/ or Kyrgyz$.mp. or Madagascar.mp. or Malagasy.mp. or Malawi$.mp. or mali$.mp. or mozambique$.mp. or Myanmar$.mp. or Nepal$.mp. or Niger$.mp. or Rwanda$.mp. or Sierra Leone$.mp. or Somalia$.mp. or Tajik$.mp. or Tanzania$.mp. or Togo$.mp. or Uganda$.mp. or Zimbabwe$.mp. or Angola$.mp. or Armenia$.mp. or Beliz$.mp. or Bhutan$.mp. or Bolivia$.mp. or Cameroon$.mp. or Cape Verde$.mp. or Congo$.mp. or "Côté d'Ivoire".mp. or Ivory Coast.mp. or Ivorian.mp. or Djibouti.mp. or Egypt$.mp. or El Salvador.mp. or Salvadoran.mp. or Fiji$.mp. or Georgia$.mp. or Ghana$.mp. or Guatemala$.mp. or Guyan$.mp. or Hondura$.mp. or Indonesia$.mp. or India$.mp. or Iraq$.mp. or Kiribati$.mp. or Kosov$.mp. or Lao$.mp. or Lesotho.mp. or Marshall Islands.mp. or Marshallesse$.mp. or Mauritani$.mp. or Micronesia$.mp. or Moldov$.mp. or Mongolia$.mp. or Morocco$.mp. or Nicaragua$.mp. or Nigeria$.mp. or Pakistan$.mp. or Papua New Guine$.mp. or Paraguay$.mp. or Philippines$.mp. or Filipino.mp. or Samoa$.mp. or sao tome$.mp. or Senegal$.mp. or Solomon Island$.mp. or sri lanka$.mp. or Sudan$.mp. or Swazi$.mp. or Syria$.mp. or Timor$.mp. or Tonga$.mp. or Turkmen$.mp. or Tuvalu$.mp. or Ukrain$.mp. or Uzbek$.mp. or Vanuat$.mp. or Vietn$.mp. or West Bank.mp. or Gaza.mp. or Yemen$.mp. or Zambia$.mp. or Albania$.mp. or Algeria$.mp. or "Antigua and Barbuda".mp. or antiguan.mp. or barbudan.mp. or Argentin$.mp. or Azerbaijan$.mp. or Belarus$.mp. or Bosn$.mp. or Botswana.mp. or Brazil$.mp. or Bulgaria$.mp. or Chile$.mp. or China$.mp. or Chinese.mp. or Colombia$.mp. or Costa Rica$.mp. or Cuba$.mp. or Dominica$.mp. or Ecuador$.mp. or Gabon$.mp. or Grenad$.mp. or Iran$.mp. or Jord$.mp. or Kazakhstan$.mp. or Latvia$.mp. or Lebanon$.mp. or Libya$.mp. or Lithuania$.mp. or Macedonia$.mp. or Malaysia$.mp. or Maldiv$.mp. or mauriti$.mp. or Mexic$.mp. or Montenegro$.mp. or Namibia$.mp. or Palau$.mp. or Panama$.mp. or Peru$.mp. or Romania$.mp. or Russia$.mp. or Serbia$.mp. or Seychell$.mp. or South Africa$.mp. or Saint Kitts.mp. or Saint Lucia.mp. or Saint Vincent.mp. or Suriname$.mp. or Thai$.mp. or Tunisia$.mp. or Turk$.mp. or Uruguay$.mp. or Venezuela$.mp.